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Abstract—Motivated by the emergence of function-as-a-service (FaaS) as a programming abstraction for edge computing, we consider the problem of caching and pricing applications for edge computation offloading. We model the problem as a multiple-follower Stackelberg game, where the operator is the leader and decides what applications to cache and how much to charge for their use, while the wireless devices (WDs) are the followers and decide whether or not to offload their computations. We show that the WDs’ interaction can be modeled as a player-specific congestion game and show the existence and computability of equilibria. We then show that the equilibrium price of the operator can be computed in polynomial time for any cache placement, and propose a greedy algorithm for computing the applications to be cached. We use extensive simulations to show that the proposed heuristic performs close to optimal at negligible computational overhead.

I. INTRODUCTION

Battery powered Wireless Devices (WDs) are increasingly used for computationally intensive applications including augmented reality, natural language processing, face, gesture and object recognition [1], [2]. Performing such computationally intensive applications on battery powered devices is detrimental to battery life, and may adversely affect user experience.

Edge computing could enable WDs to offload computationally intensive tasks to nearby compute resources in the infrastructure via wireless networks. Through computation offloading, WDs can potentially reduce their energy consumption, while meeting application latency requirements. If many WDs offload simultaneously, however, application performance could suffer due to limited wireless, computational and storage resources in the edge infrastructure. Thus, either pricing or admission control have to be implemented to mitigate contention to an acceptable level.

The contention for communication and computing resources, and their joint management have been explored in the literature [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], but the interaction with the management of storage, i.e., the availability of executable code and data at the edge server, and the impact of pricing, are to a large extent unexplored. Code availability and pricing become particularly important in the case of emerging Function as a Service (FaaS) offerings (often called serverless computing), where applications are executed on-demand, by loading container images from storage to memory, and charging is based on execution time. Loading container images is, however, time consuming, and thus for latency sensitive applications caching, i.e., pre-loading the functions is essential in FaaS for avoiding the execution delay that would result from a cold start.

In this work, we explore the interaction between a profit maximizing operator that performs application caching and pricing, and cost minimizing autonomous WDs that can offload their computation, subject to application availability and latency constraints. Our main contributions are as follows.

- We propose a Stackelberg game to model the interaction between the operator and the WDs.
- We show that the interaction of the WDs can be modeled as a player-specific congestion game and we prove the existence of pure strategy Nash Equilibrium (NE).
- We propose a polynomial time algorithm for computing the optimal price to be charged by the operator, and a greedy heuristic for application caching.
- We use extensive simulations for showing that the resulting solution is close to the Stackelberg equilibrium, and significantly outperforms popularity-based caching.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We present the system model and problem formulation in Section II. We show the existence of NE in Section III, and we propose an algorithm for optimal pricing in Section IV. We show numerical results in Section V, and discuss related work in Section VI. Section VII concludes the paper.

This work was partly funded by the Vinnova Competence Center for Trustworthy Edge Computing Systems and Applications at KTH and by the Swedish Research Council through project 2020-03860.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

We consider a multi-access edge computing system that consists of an edge server with memory storage capacity $S$, and a set $\mathcal{N} = \{1, 2, \ldots, N\}$ of WDs that can offload their computational task for execution at the edge server via a wireless link. We denote by $\phi_i \in \mathcal{J}$ the type of the task that WD $i$ wants to execute, and we refer to $\mathcal{J}$ as the set of applications (i.e., the set of task types). The applications are the software images required for the execution of the tasks; tasks of different WDs may need the same application image. The computational task of WD $i$ is characterized by the size $D_i$ of the input data (e.g., in bytes), by the expected number $L_j$ of cycles required to perform the task (e.g., in Gcycles) for $j = \phi_i$, and by the completion time requirement $\bar{\tau}_i$.

The operator can use its storage for caching a subset $\mathcal{X} \subseteq \mathcal{J}$ of applications, subject to capacity constraint

$$\sum_{j \in \mathcal{X}} s_j \leq S, \quad (1)$$

where $s_j$ is the size of the software image for application $j$. Caching application $j$ involves a usage cost $r_j$ to the operator, but allows it to charge unit price $\pi$ to each offloading WD with $\phi_i = j$. We consider that the price $\pi$ is application independent, aligned with pricing in current FaaS offerings.

We denote by $a_i$ the offloading decision of WD $i$; $a_i = 1$ corresponds to offloading, and $a_i = 0$ to local computing. Offloading is only possible for applications that are cached by the operator, i.e., $\phi_i \notin \mathcal{X} \Rightarrow a_i = 0, \forall i$. Next, we present our model of local computing and of computation offloading, followed by the problem formulation.

A. Local Computing

If WD $i$ chooses to perform the task locally, the task needs to be executed using local computational resources. We denote by $f^L_i$ the local processing capability (frequency) of WD $i$, and express the local processing time as

$$\tau^L_i = \frac{L_{\phi_i}}{f^L_i}. \quad (2)$$

We consider that $f^L_i$ can be chosen such that local computing ensures that the task is completed just upon its deadline, i.e., $\tau^L_i = \bar{\tau}_i$. This assumption is reasonable, as dynamic frequency scaling is widely used for reducing the energy consumption of battery powered WDs while meeting performance needs [10].

B. Computation Offloading

If WD $i$ decides to offload, it has to transmit $D_i$ amount of data over the wireless channel to the edge server via an Access Point (AP), and then processing is performed at the edge server. We denote by

$$m = \sum_{i=1}^{N} a_i, \quad (3)$$

the number of WDs that offload, and for simplicity we consider that the available frequency spectrum and the edge processing capacity are equally shared among offloaders. More complex models of resource sharing could be used in practice.

For data transmission, we make the common assumption of a Gaussian channel [11], [12], and we express the data rate achievable by WD $i$ using the Shannon formula [13],

$$R^u_i(p_i, m) = \frac{W_i}{m} \log_2(1 + \frac{p_i h_i}{\sigma^2_i}), \quad (4)$$

where $W_i$ is the channel bandwidth, $p_i$ is the transmit power of the transmitted signal, $h_i$ is the channel coefficient from WD $i$ to the AP, and $\sigma^2_i$ is the noise power at the AP. The transmission power is bounded by the maximum transmission power $\bar{p}_i$, i.e., $p_i \leq \bar{p}_i$. Given the data rate, we can express the upload time as

$$\tau^u_i(m) = \frac{D_i}{R^u_i(p_i, m)}. \quad (5)$$

We denote by $f^c$ the computing capability of the edge server, and we consider that it is equally shared among the tasks that are offloaded, consequently we can model the processing time at the edge server as

$$\tau^c_i(m) = \frac{L_{\phi_i}}{f^c}. \quad (6)$$

C. WD Cost Model

We model the cost of WD $i$ as a combination of its energy consumption and the price charged by the operator for computation offloading. In the case of local computing the cost is due to the energy consumed by the local processor to execute the task, i.e.,

$$C^{0}_i = \tau^L_i p_i \beta_i + L_{\phi_i} \pi, \quad (7)$$

where $\gamma_i$ is the power use coefficient, and $\beta_i$ is the unit energy cost of WD $i$.

In the case of offloading the cost is the sum of the energy consumption of the transmission of the input data and the execution cost that is to be paid to the operator. We consider that the execution cost is proportional to the task complexity $L_{\phi_i}$, which is reasonable for today’s FaaS offerings following the pay-as-you-go model. The cost of WD $i$ in the case of offloading is thus

$$C^1_i = \tau^u_i p_i \beta_i + L_{\phi_i} \pi, \quad (8)$$

where $\pi$ is the unit price charged by the operator. The cost of WD $i$ is thus

$$C_i(a_i, p_i, a_{-i}) = (1 - a_i) (\tau^L_i (f^L_i)^2 \gamma_i \beta_i) + a_i (\tau^u_i p_i \beta_i + L_{\phi_i} \pi). \quad (9)$$

D. Problem Formulation

We consider that the WDs and the operator are rational, strategic entities. The objective of WD $i$ is to minimize its cost subject to its completion time requirement, the constraint on the maximum transmission power, and the caching decision $\mathcal{X}$ of the operator, i.e., it aims to solve

$$\min_{a_i \in \{0, 1\}, p_i \leq \bar{p}_i} C_i(a_i, p_i, a_{-i}) \quad (10)$$

s.t. $a_i (\tau^u_i (p_i, m) + \tau^c_i (m)) \leq \bar{\tau}_i, \quad (11)$

$a_i = 0$ if $\phi_i \notin \mathcal{X}, \quad (12)$
where the first constraint ensures that WD $i$ does not offload if $\tau_i^u(p_i, m) + \tau_i^c(m) > \tau_i^f$, and the second constraint ensures that it offloads only if application $\phi_i$ is cached by the operator.

The operator’s profit is the difference of its income from the WDs that offload and the cost of caching the applications,

$$U(a, \mathcal{X}, \pi) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} a_i \bar{\pi}(\phi_i)L_{\phi_i}\pi - \sum_{j \in \mathcal{X}} r_j,$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

where $r_j$ is the cost of caching application $j$, and $\bar{\pi}(\phi_i)$ is the indicator function. The operator’s objective is to maximize its profit by choosing the applications to cache and the price of executing tasks, i.e.,

$$\max_{\pi \geq 0, \mathcal{X} \subseteq \mathcal{J}} U(a, \mathcal{X}, \pi), \hspace{1cm} \text{s.t. } (1).$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)

The resulting problem is a multi-follower Stackelberg game, where the operator is the leader and the WDs are the followers. We refer to the problem as the Time Constrained Computation Offloading (TCCO) game, and we are interested in the existence of Stackelberg equilibria and the complexity of computing equilibria, under complete information, i.e., the system parameters and utilities are known. While this assumption may be strong, it allows to explore the structure of the game and is fundamental for subsequent analysis under incomplete information.

III. EXISTENCE OF EQUILIBRIA

We first focus on the best response of the WDs, i.e., the followers, for a given caching decision $\mathcal{X}$ and price $\pi$ set by the operator. The best response is in effect a Nash equilibrium (NE) played by the WDs, if such a NE exists.

To assess whether NE exist, we start with characterizing the optimal offloading decision for WDs.

**Lemma 1.** Consider a WD $i$ such that $\phi_i \in \mathcal{X}$, and let $m = \sum_{i' \neq i} a_{i'} + 1$. If $\tau_i^c(m) > \tau_i^f$ then the optimal offloading decision is $a_i^* = 0$. Otherwise, let $p_i^*$ be such that $\tau_i^u(m, p_i^*) + \tau_i^c(m) = \tau_i^f$. Then, if $p_i^* > \hat{p}_i$ then $a_i^* = 0$, otherwise

$$a_i^* = \begin{cases} 1, & \pi \leq \beta_i(f_i^f - p_i^*(\frac{1}{L_i} - \frac{m}{L_i})) \\ 0, & \text{else,} \end{cases} \hspace{1cm} (16)$$

**Proof.** Observe that if $\tau_i^c(m) > \tau_i^f$ then WD $i$ cannot complete the task on time, thus the optimal offloading decision is $a_i^* = 0$. Otherwise WD $i$ should choose a transmit power that minimizes its cost while ensuring timely completion. It is easy to see that the upload time $\tau_i^u(m, p_i)$ is a strictly monotonically decreasing function of $p_i$, and $C(1, p_i, a_{-i})$ is a strictly monotonically increasing function of $p_i$. Thus, WD $i$ minimizes its cost by choosing a transmit power $p_i^*$ that yields $\tau_i^u(m, p_i^*) + \tau_i^c(m) = \tau_i^f$. Now, if $p_i^* > \hat{p}_i$ then offloading is not feasible. Otherwise, if $p_i^* \leq \hat{p}_i$ then the optimal decision is

$$a_i^* = \begin{cases} 1, & C(1, p_i^*, a_{-i}) \leq C(0, p_i^*, a_{-i}) \\ 0, & \text{else.} \end{cases} \hspace{1cm} (17)$$

We can substitute $\tau_i^u(m, p_i^*) = \tau_i^f - \tau_i^c(m)$, (2) and (6) into (17), and obtain (16), which proves the result. \hfill \Box

Using the above best response, a NE of the WDs is a collection of offloading decisions $(a_i^*)_{i \in \mathcal{N}}$ such that $C(a_i^*, p_i^*, a_{-i}) \leq C(1 - a_i^*, p_i^*, a_{-i})$, $\forall i \in \mathcal{N}$. Next, we use a topological equivalence argument to show that a NE always exists.

**Theorem 1.** The TCCO game possesses a pure strategy Nash equilibrium among the WDs.

**Proof.** Note that the TCCO game is a player-specific network congestion game with topology shown in Figure 2 (left). The nodes S, A, and D stand for Source, Access Point, and Destination, respectively. In the network topology the path (S,A,D) corresponds to computation offloading, while the direct path (S, D) corresponds to local computing with edge weights $C_i(1, p_i^*, a_{-i})$ and $C_i(0, p_i^*, a_{-i})$, respectively. To show the existence of equilibria, in what follows we show that $\Gamma$ can be transformed to a network with parallel edges $\tilde{\Gamma}$ such that the games played on the two networks are best response equivalent. We do so by replacing the edge (A, D) and its two end vertices A and D in $\Gamma$ by a single vertex, and by redefining the costs of incident edges. Thus, we obtain the parallel network topology $\tilde{\Gamma}$ shown in Fig. 2 (right), where the local computing cost is defined as $\tilde{C}_i(0, p_i^*, a_{-i}) = C_i(0, p_i^*, a_{-i}) - L_{\phi_i}\pi$, and the cost of offloading is $\tilde{C}_i(1, p_i^*, a_{-i}) = C_i(1, p_i^*, a_{-i}) - L_{\phi_i}\pi$. Observe that the difference between the cost functions of WD $i$ in $\Gamma$ and that in $\tilde{\Gamma}$ depends only on the strategy of the operator. This in fact implies that $\Gamma$ and $\tilde{\Gamma}$ are best-response equivalent, and thus they have identical sets of pure strategy Nash equilibria. Since $\Gamma$ is a singleton player specific congestion game, it possesses a pure NE [14], and so does $\tilde{\Gamma}$. This concludes the proof. \hfill \Box

In addition, an equilibrium can be computed through letting WDs update their offloading strategies one at a time, as we show next.

**Lemma 2.** The game played among the WDs in the TCCO game possesses the finite improvement property, i.e., if WDs update their offloading strategies one at a time, they reach a NE in a finite number of steps.

**Proof.** Each WD has two strategies, thus the result follows from Theorem 1 in [15]. \hfill \Box

We can thus conclude that for any caching decision $\mathcal{X}$ and price $\pi$ set by the operator, there is a NE for the WDs, and it can be computed efficiently.

IV. OPTIMAL PRICING AND CACHING POLICY

In this section, we propose a polynomial time algorithm for computing the optimal equilibrium price for the operator caching decision $\mathcal{X}$, and then a greedy policy for computing a caching decision. Throughout the section we consider Strong Stackelberg Equilibrium (SSE), i.e., if there are multiple subgame perfect equilibria then one with maximum utility for
the operator will be chosen. This is a reasonable assumption if the operator executes the proposed algorithms.

### A. Computing the Equilibrium Price

Let us denote by $\pi_{i,m}$ the maximum price at which WD $i$ would choose to offload for a particular number of offloaders $m \leq N$, and let us call $\pi_{i,m}$ the threshold price of WD $i$ for $m$. In addition, we define the notation that we will use in this section. Let us define the set $N^0(\pi, m) = \{i | i \in N, \pi_{i,m} \geq \pi\}$ of potential offloaders at price $\pi$ if there were $m$ offloaders, and define the set $N_X = \{i | i \in N, \phi_i \in X\}$ of WDs whose applications are cached by the operator. We then define the set $\Pi^\prime = \{\pi_{i,m} | i \in N, 1 \leq m \leq N\}$ of threshold prices and denote by $\Pi^\prime_m = \{|i | \pi_{i,m} \geq \pi\} \geq m$ the set of threshold prices such that there are at least $m$ WDs with $\pi_{i,m} \geq \pi$. We define corresponding sets for the set $X$ of cached applications; we define $\Pi_X = \{\pi_{i,m} | i \in N_X, 1 \leq m \leq N_X\}$ as the set of threshold prices and define $\Pi_X m = \{|i | \pi_{i,m} \geq \pi\} \geq m$ as the set of threshold prices such that there are at least $m$ WDs $i \in N_X$ with $\pi_{i,m} \geq \pi$. We define the set $N_X^0(\pi, m) = \{i \in N_X | \pi_{i,m} \geq \pi\}$ of WDs that would want to offload at price $\pi$ if a total of $m$ WDs offload for cached application set $X$. Under the complete information assumption the threshold prices $\pi_{i,m}, i \in N$ can be calculated using Lemma 1. For an application placement $X$ and price $\pi$ we denote by $\alpha^\ast(X, \pi)$ the set of Nash equilibria among WDs that yield maximum utility to the operator.

We continue with an important result that we will use for proposing a polynomial time algorithm that computes the utility maximizing price.

**Lemma 3.** Consider an application placement $X$ and threshold prices $\pi', \pi'' \in \Pi_X$ such that there is no threshold price in the interval $(\pi', \pi'')$, i.e., $(\pi', \pi'') \cap \Pi_X = \emptyset$. Let $\pi_1, \pi_2 \in (\pi', \pi'')$, $\pi_1 < \pi_2$. Then the set of equilibria $\alpha^\ast(X, \pi_1) = \alpha^\ast(X, \pi_2)$. Furthermore, for any $a \in \alpha^\ast(X, \pi_1)$ the utility of the operator is monotonically increasing on $(\pi', \pi'')$, i.e., $U(a, X, \pi_1) < U(a, X, \pi_2)$.

**Proof.** We start with proving the first statement, i.e., $\alpha^\ast(X, \pi_1) = \alpha^\ast(X, \pi_2)$. Let $a \in \alpha^\ast(X, \pi_1)$ be an equilibrium under price $\pi_1$. Now, since there is no threshold price on $(\pi', \pi'')$, for any $\pi_2 \in (\pi_1, \pi'')$ it holds that $C(1, \pi_2^\prime, a_{-i}) \leq C(0, \pi_2^\prime, a_{-i})$ for $\pi_1$ if and only if $C(1, \pi_1^\prime, a_{-i}) \leq C(0, \pi_1^\prime, a_{-i})$ for $\pi_2$. Hence, $a \in \alpha^\ast(X, \pi_2)$.

To prove the second statement, let us consider an equilibrium $a \in \alpha^\ast(X, \pi''\prime)$. By the previous statement we know that $a \in \alpha^\ast(X, \pi')$ for $\pi \in (\pi', \pi'')$. We can rewrite (13) for the equilibrium strategy profile $a$ under homogeneous pricing and obtain

$$U(a, x, \pi) = \sum_{i \in N \setminus a}^{\pi}(\phi_i) L_{\phi_i} \pi - \sum_{j \in X} \tau_j$$

which is monotonically increasing in $\pi$ for any given $x$ on $(\pi', \pi'\prime)$. This concludes the proof.

**Proposition 1.** Let $\pi$ be a price such that $\max(\Pi_X, m+1) < \pi < \max(\Pi_X, m)$, and let $a', a'' \in \alpha^\ast(X, \pi)$ be NE for application placement $X$ and price $\pi$. Then $\sum_{i \in N_X} a'_i = \sum_{i \in N_X} a''_i \leq m$, i.e., the number of offloaders is the same in the NE.

**Proof.** First, we prove $\sum_{i \in N_X} a'_i \leq m$. We choose $\pi > \max(\Pi_X, m+1)$, by the definition of $\Pi_X, m+1$ we have $[\pi_X(\pi, m)] = m$. Whether or not a WD $i \in N_X(\pi, m)$ would offload depends also on whether the application $\phi_i$ is cached by the operator. Thus, if there exists a WD $i \in N_X(\pi, m)$ such that $\phi_i \notin X$, then for any equilibrium strategy $a \in \alpha(X, \pi)$ we have $a_i = 0$. Hence, $\sum_{i \in N_X} a_i \leq m$. Second, we prove $\sum_{i \in N_X} a'_i = \sum_{i \in N_X} a''_i$ by contradiction. Let $m' = \sum_{i \in N_X} a'_i$ and $m'' = \sum_{i \in N_X} a''_i$, and without loss of generality, assume that $m'' < m'$. Then, for strategy profile $a'$, there has to be at least $m''$ WDs with $\pi_{i,m''} \geq \pi$. Similarly, for NE strategy profile $a''$, there have to be at least $m''$ WDs with $\pi_{i,m''} \geq \pi$. Observe that $\pi_{i,m''} < \pi_{i,m''}$ since by assumption $m'' < m'$. However, if $a'$ is a NE then we know that there are at least $m'$ WDs for which $\pi_{i,m''} \geq \pi$. Thus in strategy profile $a''$ there are at least $m' - m''$ WDs that would prefer offloading at price $\pi$, and hence $a''$ cannot be a NE, which contradicts the initial assumption. Thus, $m' = m''$ must hold, which concludes the proof.

Next, we show that for given $\pi$ and application placement $x$, a NE with maximum payoff for the operator can be computed in polynomial time. To show this, observe that for given price $\pi$, the operator’s income from a WD that offloads is $U(a_i, \{\phi_i\}, \pi) = a_i \chi(\phi_i) L_{\phi_i} \pi$, and is independent of what other WDs are offloading.

**Lemma 4.** Consider a price $\pi$ and application placement $X$. Let $m' = \max_m \{|N_X^0(\pi, m) \geq m\}$. Consider a set $N' \subseteq N$, $N_X^0(\pi, m' + 1) \subseteq N' \subseteq N_X^0(\pi, m')$ such that $|N'| = m'$ and $\sum_{i \in N'} N_X^0(\pi, m' + 1) L_{\phi_i} \pi$ is maximal. Then the strategy profile $a$ in which $a_i = 1 \iff i \in N'$ is a NE with maximum payoff for the operator, and can be found in polynomial time.

**Proof.** Consider $m' = \max_m \{|N_X^0(\pi, m) \geq m\}$, and observe that $N_X^0(\pi, m' + 1) \subseteq N_X^0(\pi, m')$. Since $|N_X^0(\pi, m' + 1)| = m'' < m' + 1$ in any NE $\sum_{i \in N_X} a_i < m' + 1$, at the same time there is at least one NE in which $\sum_{i \in N_X} a_i = m'$, thus by Proposition 1 we know that $\sum_{i \in N_X} a_i = m'$ for any
Algorithm 1: Computing a NE for WDs

Data: $\mathcal{X}, \pi$
Result: $\mathcal{N}^t$

$m' = \max_m \{|N^t_{\pi}(\pi, m)| \geq m\}$
$\mathcal{N}^t = \emptyset$
if $m' < |N^t_{\pi}|$ then
\hspace{1em} $\mathcal{N}^t = N^t_{\pi}(\pi, m' + 1)$
end
$\mathcal{N}^t.add(\{\arg \max \sum_{i \in \mathcal{N}^t_{\pi}(\pi, m')} L_{\phi_i} | = m' - |N^t|\})$
\[ a = a^*(\mathcal{X}, \pi). \] Clearly in a NE with $m'$ offloaders $a_i = 1$ for WDs $i \in N^t_{\pi}(\pi, m' + 1)$, and hence there are $(|N^t_{\pi}(\pi, m')| - m')$ equilibria that can be computed, with potentially different payoffs for the operator. To find an equilibrium with the highest payoff for the operator, recall that the income of the operator is such that $|N^t_{\pi}(\pi, m') \subseteq N^t|$, and it contains the WDs with highest $L_{\phi_i}$ from the set $N^t_{\pi}(\pi, m') \subseteq N^t_{\pi}(\pi, m' + 1)$.

To see that the solution can be obtained in polynomial time, observe that $m'$ can be found based on $N^t_{\pi}(\pi, m)$, and $\mathcal{N}^t$ can be found by sorting WDs in decreasing order of $L_{\phi_i}$, both in polynomial time (see Algorithm 1).

We are now ready to compute the price that maximizes the operator’s revenue for given application placement.

Theorem 2. Consider an application placement $\mathcal{X}$. Then the price $\pi^*$ computed by Algorithm 2 maximizes the operator’s revenue, i.e., $U(a^*, \mathcal{X}, \pi^*) \geq U(a, \mathcal{X}, \pi)$ \forall $a \in a^*(\mathcal{X}, \pi^*)$, $\pi, a \in a^*(\mathcal{X}, \pi)$. 

Proof. Consider a price such that $\pi \notin \Pi^t_{\mathcal{X}}$, and allows a set of equilibria $a^*(\mathcal{X}, \pi)$. If $\pi \in [0, \max(\Pi^t_{\mathcal{X}})]$, then there is a threshold price $\pi' \in \Pi^t_{\mathcal{X}}$ such that $\pi' > \pi$. By Lemma 3 the two prices allow the same set of equilibria, $a \in a^*(\mathcal{X}, \pi') = a^*(\mathcal{X}, \pi)$, and the utilities satisfy $U(a, \mathcal{X}, \pi') > U(a, \mathcal{X}, \pi)$. Thus, to be able to find the profit maximizing price and the corresponding strategy profile, it is sufficient to compute $U(a, \mathcal{X}, \pi') \forall \pi' \in \Pi^t_{\mathcal{X}}$ and then find the price such that $\pi^* = \arg \max_{\pi' \in \Pi^t_{\mathcal{X}}} U(a, \mathcal{X}, \pi'(m))$. Hence, Algorithm 2 computes a price that maximizes the utility of the operator.

Observe that the computational complexity of Algorithm 1 is $O(|N^t_{\pi}|^2)$, while that of Algorithm 2 is $O(|N^t_{\pi}|^4)$ as it invokes Algorithm 1 up to $|N^t_{\pi}|^2$ times.

B. Caching Applications

We have so far shown how to choose an optimal price $\pi^*$ for given caching decision $\mathcal{X}$. What remains is to compute an optimal caching decision $\mathcal{X}^*$, which together with $\pi^*(\mathcal{X}^*)$ solves (14). However, computing the optimal set of applications is challenging for two reasons. First, the utility of caching an application depends on the set of applications that are already cached, as the number and type of offloaders depend on the set of cached applications. Second, caching an additional application may actually reduce the total utility of the operator, i.e., the operator’s utility is not monotone.

Definition 1. The set function $U : \mathcal{J} \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$ is monotone if for any $\mathcal{X} \subseteq \mathcal{J}$ and $j \in \mathcal{J} \setminus \mathcal{X}$ we have $U(\mathcal{X} \cup \{j\}) \geq U(\mathcal{X})$.

Monotonicity is a common assumption, e.g., in Knapsack problems with independent item values. In the considered problem the operator’s utility need not be monotone.

Proposition 2. Let $\mathcal{X} \subseteq \mathcal{J}$ and $j \in \mathcal{J} \setminus \mathcal{X}$, then
\[ U(a, \mathcal{X} \cup \{j\}, \pi^*(\mathcal{X} \cup \{j\})) = U(a, \mathcal{X}, \pi^*(\mathcal{X})) \leq 0. \] (19)

Proof. We prove the result through the following example.

Example: Let $\mathcal{N} = \{1, 2\}$, $\mathcal{J} = \{1, 2\}$, $L_2 = 12$ Gcycles, $L_1 = 12$ Gcycles, $\phi_1 = 1, \phi_2 = 2, h_1 = 200$, $h_2 = 300$, $R_1 = 0.1, R_2 = 0.2, f_1 = f_2 = 0.7$ GHz, $f^c = 12$ GHz, $\gamma_i = 10^{-18}$, $\beta_i = 1$, $\forall i \in \mathcal{N}$, $W_1 = W_2 = 0.1$ GHz, $\sigma_1^2 = 0.4, \sigma_2^2 = 1.2, h_1 = h_2 = 1$ and $D_1 = 50$ MB, $D_2 = 200$MB.

The resulting threshold price matrix is $\Pi^t_{\mathcal{X}} = [0.6886, 0.6766, 0.5263, 0.3349, 0.3349]$/Gcycles. Observe that $\pi^*(\{1\}) = 0.6886, U(a, \{1\}, 0.6886) = 3.343, \pi^*(\{2\}) = 0.5263$, and $U(a, \{2\}, 0.5263) = 6.11$, while $\pi^*(\{1, 2\}) = 0.3349$ and $U(a, \{1, 2\}, 0.3349) = 5.39$. Clearly, $U(a, \{2\}, 0.5263) > U(a, \{1\}, 0.6886)$, which proves the two strict inequalities. Equality holds, e.g., for applications with no WD willing to offload. Hence, $U$ is not monotone.

Since the operator’s utility is not monotone, we propose to use the Non-negative Greedy Algorithm (NNG) algorithm to compute the set of cached applications. NNG is a modified version of deterministic local search algorithm proposed in [16] with weight $\epsilon = 0$ and with knapsack constraint; its pseudocode is shown in Algorithm 3. Unfortunately, the utility of the operator is not even weakly submodular, hence it is not possible to provide an approximation ratio bound for the resulting cache placement. Instead we resort to simulations to provide a numerical evaluation of equilibrium performance.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

We used extensive simulations to evaluate the operator’s utility in equilibrium, the computation time, and the average number of offloading WDs in equilibrium.

For the evaluation we consider a system with up to $N = 200$ WDs, up to $|\mathcal{J}| = 40$ applications and storage capacity up to...
Algorithm 3: NNG Algorithm

Data: $\mathcal{J}, S$ Result: $X^*, U^*$

$U^* = 0, X = \emptyset$

for $j \in \mathcal{J}$ do
    $U(j) = \text{Algorithm 2}(\{j\}, \Pi'_{\{j\}})$
end

$J' = \text{sort}(U)$
$k = 1$

while $k < |\mathcal{J}| \land \sum_{j \in X} s_j < S$ do
    $j = J'(k)$
    $U' = \text{Algorithm 2}(X \cup \{j\}, \Pi'_{X \cup \{j\}})$
    if $U' \geq U^*$ then
        $X = X \cup \{j\}$
        $U^* = U'$
    end
    $k = k + 1$
end

while $\exists j \in X$ \ $U(X \setminus \{j\}) > U(X)$ do
    $X = X \setminus \{j\}$
    $k = 1$
end

/* Return to first while loop */

$S = 8$. The computational complexity $L_j$ follows a continuous uniform distribution on $[1, 10]$ Gyccles, and the cost $r_j$ of application $j$ follows a continuous uniform distribution on $[1, 10]$. The computational capability of the edge server is $f^e = 12$ GHz. The task types of the WDs are chosen uniformly at random from $\mathcal{J}$.

For the WDs, the maximum transmission power $\hat{p}_i$ is uniformly distributed on $[50, 300]$ mW, and the channel bandwidth $W_i$ is uniformly distributed on $[200, 300]$ MHz. $f_i^l$ is uniformly distributed on $[0.5, 1.5]$ GHz, and $D_i$ is uniformly distributed on $[1, 50]$ MB. For the channel parameters, $\sigma_i^2$ is uniformly distributed on $[0.1, 0.3]$, and so is the channel gain on $[0.8, 1]$. Lastly, we set $\gamma_i = 10^{-18}, \beta_i = 1, \forall i \in \mathcal{N}$. These choices of parameters are similar to those used in previous work [17], [18]. The results shown are the averages of 250 simulations, together with 95% confidence intervals. We use two baselines for comparison. First, we use exhaustive search to find the optimal set of cached applications, i.e., a SSE of the TCCO game. Second, we consider caching the most popular applications in terms of $|\{i : \phi_i = j\}|$ subject to the storage constraint, and compute the optimal price for this caching decision, referred to as popularity-based caching (PBC).

A. Operator’s Profit

Figure 3 shows the profit of the operator ($U$) as a function of the $N$ number of WDs, for cache sizes $S \in \{2, 4, 8\}$ and application set cardinalities, and $|\mathcal{J}| \in \{8, 16, 40\}$. The figure shows that the profit of the operator has a decreasing marginal gain in the number of WDs, as an increasing contention for edge server resources makes that WDs are less likely to decide to offload. At the same time the difference between the equilibrium profit, and the profit computed using the NNG heuristic increases with the number of WDs until a point where there is contention for the resources (see curves $S = 8$, $J = 8$, $J = 4$, $J = 16$, $S = 2$), indicating that the interaction between the WDs becomes more intricate causing the greedy heuristic to fail to perform well. Overall, it can be seen, however, that the NNG algorithm achieves a profit very close to the actual equilibrium, the relative difference between the profits is only up to 4%. PBC performs poorly in comparison to NNG, showing the importance of considering the strategic interaction between the WDs.

Comparing the results for different scenarios in Figure 3 we can observe that the operator’s profit is highest for $S = 4, J = 8$, and it is lowest for $S = 8, J = 40$. The reason is that for $S = 4, J = 8$ there is a higher chance of having more WDs requiring the application compared to other cases. At the same time, the profit increase from $S = 2, J = 8$ to $S = 4, J = 8$ is rather marginal, showing that the marginal gain of increased cache storage is rather low.

One more interesting observation is that the utility for the scenario $J = 16, S = 2$ is higher than that for $J = 40, S = 8$ even though the relative cache size $\frac{s}{J}$ is lower for $J = 16, S = 2$. This is because for $J = 40$ the number of WDs per application is lower, and since caching an application comes with cost $r_j$, the marginal utility of caching an additional application is lower for $J = 40$ than for $J = 16$.

B. Computation Time

We now evaluate the computation time of finding equilibria using exhaustive search and using the NNG heuristic. Figure 4 shows the computational time as a function of the number $N$ of WDs for various system configurations, measured on a Matlab implementation running on an Intel i9 10900K processor. The figure highlights the computational advantage of the greedy NNG heuristic over exhaustive search as the number of WDs increases.

The computational complexity of NNG heuristic is a function of $S, J$ and $N$. Increase in any input results in an increase in the computation time. Among the considered scenarios, the computation time of the NNG heuristic is the highest for $S = 8, J = 40$, although it is close to $S = 4, J = 8$. This is because in latter scenario the number of WDs per application is highest among the scenarios. Thus, both Algorithm 2 and the greedy NNG heuristic require more iterations. This is
confirmed by the opposite case, $S = 2, J = 16$ where the number of WDs per application is lowest, and so is the computation time. We can conclude that the number of WDs per application is an important factor that affects the computational time of finding an approximate equilibrium. Comparing NNG and PBC, we can see that the computation time of the two algorithms is similar, although finding the most popular applications is simpler than Algorithm 3. This is confirmed by the results of scenarios $J = 16, S = 2$ and $J = 40, S = 8$ for PBC: the computation time is lower for $J = 40, S = 8$ than for $J = 16, S = 2$ since PBC does not use Algorithm 3 but only runs Algorithm 2.

C. Number of Offloaders at Equilibrium

In this subsection, we analyze the number of offloaders at equilibrium. Figure 5 shows the average number of offloaders in equilibrium as a function of the number of WDs. We can observe that for each scenario, the number of offloaders is lowest at the Stackelberg equilibrium (SSE), and is highest when using PBC for the region $N < 40$. For $N > 40$ all curves converge to a similar average number of offloaders. At the same time, more offloaders does not imply higher profit for a given scenario: even though the number of offloaders is lowest in the Stackelberg equilibrium (SSE), the corresponding profit is highest (c.f. Fig. 3). These results confirm that caching, pricing and the strategic interactions of the WDs need to be jointly considered by the operator for utility maximization.

VI. RELATED WORK

A number of recent works deal with energy efficient computation offloading for a single mobile user [19], [20], [21], [22], [23]. [19] proposes a system that enables energy-aware offloading to the infrastructure. Also the proposed algorithm maximizes energy savings with minimal computational burden. [20] proposed CPU frequency scaling and transmission power adaptation to optimize energy consumption of the computation of a task. [21] investigated the cloud computing in terms of use of bandwidth and energy consumption, and provided the results obtained from an experimental platform (Amazon EC2). The results show that cloud offloading is sustainable considering the energy consumption. [22] presents a dynamic offloading algorithm in order to achieve energy savings under time constraints. In [23], experimental results are used to show that battery power savings can be achieved using computation offloading.

A number of recent works proposed optimization approaches to minimizing the cost of task execution for multiple mobile devices [24], [25], [26], [27]. Authors in [24] model the cost of the users as a combination of the energy consumption and the completion time, formulate the problem as a Markov decision process, and provide a near-optimal offloading policy. Authors in [25] study task partitioning to maximize throughput in processing streaming data. A two-tiered edge/cloud model with user mobility in a location-time workflow framework was considered in [26], and a heuristic was proposed to minimize the sum cost of mobile users. Authors in [27] consider the joint allocation of wireless and cloud resources and proposed an iterative algorithm to minimize users' energy consumption.

Another line of works provide a game theoretic treatment of the computation offloading problem [28], [29], [30], [31], [32]. [28] allows WDs to choose what share of their task to offload in order to minimize the energy consumption and at the same time to meet its delay constraint, while the cloud allocates resources accordingly. [29] considers a model in which tasks arrive simultaneously to the cloud through a single wireless link and proposes a non-cooperative game among users that minimize their own energy use. The users are subject to execution deadlines, and have user specific channel bit rates. [30] considers a hierarchical MEC network, where mobile users can make offloading decisions, and decide the uplink transmission power, perform cloud selection, and route the tasks. A distributed offloading approach is developed based on the game theory, in which UEs collaborate with each other to minimize the network cost in terms of energy consumption and latency. [31] models the load-balancing problem as a stochastic congestion game in which each users aims to minimize its task execution time. The experiments show that the proposed algorithm can improve the load balancing of the cloud system, and enhance the quality of service.

Most related to ours are recent works that consider application caching and offloading [12], [32]. [12] formulates a Bayesian Stackelberg game, where the leader is the operator and followers are WDs. The operator’s aim is to maximize the total revenue by choosing a price and applications to cache, while WDs aim to minimize their cost in terms of the charged price and delay. [32] considers the joint opti-
mization of computation, caching, and communication to an edge cloud and uses simulations to show that the proposed method achieves shorter completion times compared to the other schemes. Contrary to [12], [32], we treat the execution time as a constraint, and consider that the WDs strategically minimize their computation cost, leading to a new game formulation. We model the interactions between the WDs as a player-specific congestion game, we analyze the existence of equilibria, and we propose an algorithm for calculating the profit maximizing price for the operator in the resulting single leader multi-follower Stackelberg game.

VII. CONCLUSION

We have provided a game theoretic analysis pricing, application caching and computation offloading for edge computing. We showed that an equilibrium of offloading decisions and the optimal price for a particular caching decision can be computed in polynomial time, but the efficient computation of a strong Stackelberg equilibrium is infeasible due to the intricate interactions between caching decisions for different applications. Our numerical results show that a simple greedy heuristic can be used for computing approximate Stackelberg equilibrium with performance close to the actual equilibrium performance, at low computational complexity. Our analytical results about equilibrium existence open for a variety of avenues for future research, including the consideration of equilibria under incomplete information and strategies for minimizing regret in dynamic settings, which arguably are more accurate models of actual systems.
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